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ABSTRACT
Volunteered geographic information such as that available
in blogs, wikis, social networking sites, and community contributed photo collections is enabling new applications. This
work investigates the use of georeferenced images from a
popular photo sharing site for proximate sensing. In particular, we use computer vision and machine learning techniques to perform land cover classification based on the content of the georeferenced images. We evaluate the results
using a ground truth dataset from the National Land Cover
Database. We demonstrate that our approach can achieve
upwards of 75% classification accuracy in a completely automated fashion.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
spatial databases and GIS ; I.5.4 [Pattern Recognition]:
Applications; I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer
Vision]: Scene Analysis

General Terms
Experimentation, Management

better both in terms of frequency and latency than traditional sources, and its size. The disadvantages are of course
the quality of the data since it is usually made available
without review and without accompanying provenance information.
Georeferenced photo collections in particular are enabling
a new form of observational inquiry which we term “proximate sensing.” If the traditional field of remote sensing is
considered as using (primarily) images of distant scenes to
derive geographic information then proximate sensing is using images of close-by objects and scenes. This work investigates the application of proximate sensing to the problem of
land cover classification. Rather than use overhead (remote
sensed) images to determine the distribution of land cover
classes for a region we investigate whether ground level images can be used. We consider both the case in which the
ground level images are manually labelled by a human as
well as the case where the labelling is performed in a completely automated fashion based on the content of the images. We evaluate our results by comparing them to ground
truth data from the 2001 National Land Cover Database
(NLCD) [5]. We show that our approach is able to achieve
upwards of 75% classification accuracy in a binary land cover
labelling problem using images from a popular photo sharing
site in a completely automated fashion.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The growing availability of volunteered geographic information (VGI) is having a profound effect on geographical information science. A range of new applications are being enabled by the georeferenced information contained in “repositories” such as blogs, wikis, social networking portals such
as Facebook or MySpace, and, relevant to this work, community contributed photo collections such as Flickr. The
advantages of VGI are its temporal coverage which is often
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2.

RELATED WORK

Large collections of georeferenced images have become a
popular subject of research in recent years as these community contributed images are widely available in Internet
repositories such as Flickr. Techniques incorporating image processing, computer vision, and machine learning have
been proposed for using the images for other than their originally intended purposes. For example, as part of a globalscale image collection management system, Crandall et al.
[3] utilized geospatial information from Flickr images to locate popular places where photographers like to take photographs. The authors were able to estimate the location at
which a given image was taken by clustering 35 million images based on their geospatial information along with their
visual features.
For visual landmark annotation, Kennedy et al. [6] demonstrated that image retrieval performance can be enhanced by
the integration of geospatial and textual information from
the images. In a related work [7], the authors identified local landmarks from 110,000 Flickr images of the San Francisco Bay Area based on their geo and textual tags. Images
with views that best represent a landmark according to vi-

sual similarity were retrieved through a landmark or location
search.
Moxley et al. [10] developed a system that suggests geographically relevant tags for any georeferenced image. The
system searches within a geographic range of a submitted
image for visually similar images from a database consisting
of over 100,000 Flickr images of Los Angeles and Southern
California. Tags from the retrieved images are ranked according to their frequency of use and the ones with highest
rank are presented as suggested tags for the submitted image.
Similar to tag suggestion, Naaman et al. [11] developed
a retrieval system that performs search based on geospatial
information and textual labels from georeferenced images.
When a location is provided as a query, the system retrieves
textual labels that best describe the query. Conversely, the
system provides location information when textual labels are
provided as a query.
Hays et al. [4] proposed a system that estimates the location of a given image. The system searches for visually similar images among over 6 million Flickr images and estimates
location based on the distribution of locations represented
by those images.
In addition to collecting images from Internet repositories,
Ahern et al. [1] developed a system that collects georeferenced images from cell phone users and maps the locations of
cell towers within a geographic region. With the cell tower’s
ID embedded into images taken from a cell phone camera
and location information provided by the cell phone user,
the system is able to locate the position of that particular
cell tower.
The proposed work is similar to these investigations in
that it too repurposes images from community contributed
collections. However, to the best of our knowledge, ours is
the first to use the images to provide a general estimate of
“what is where” through land cover classification, and to do
it in a completely automated fashion.

3.

THE STUDY AREA AND DATASETS

We chose our study area as an approximately 33x42km
section of California between and partly encompassing the
cities of San Jose and Santa Cruz. We chose this region because 1) it encompasses a wide diversity of land cover types
and 2) it contains a large number of georeferenced Flickr images due to its proximity to the technology-savvy populace
of Silicon Valley. Figure 1 contains a map downloaded from
The National Map of the United States Geological Survey
of this region indicating the distribution of NLCD classes.
The southern part of San Jose is visible in the top section
of this image and Santa Cruz is visible in the middle lower
section.
The 15 NLCD classes in the study area can naturally be
divided into developed–21, 22, 23, and 24–and undeveloped
superclasses–11, 31, 41, 42, 43, 52, 71, 81, 82, 90, and 95.
This binary partitioning results in the developed/undeveloped
map shown in figure 2(a). The goal of this work is to estimate these superclasses.
We used the Flickr application programming interface (API)
to download georeferenced images for the study region. We
downloaded the medium sized versions of the images which
have a maximum dimension of 500 pixels. In order to localize the analysis, we partitioned the region into 3x3km tiles
and downloaded a maximum of 50 Flickr images per tile.

This tile size was chosen as a tradeoff between localizing the
analysis and ensuring that most of the tiles contained enough
images for the analysis to be meaningful. A total of 5509 images were downloaded for the 14x11=154 tiles for an average
of 35.8 images/tile. There were 10 tiles which contained no
images. Figure 2(b) shows the distribution of Flickr images
for the study region. Overlaid on this figure is a smoothed
outline of the larger developed regions from the NLCD map.
This outline serves as a landmark for comparing results and
was machine generated by applying a Gaussian smoothing
filter to the binary map in figure 2(a), thresholding the result and using an edge detector to determine the resulting
boundary.
Since the analysis using the Flickr images is performed
at the 3x3km tile scale, we derived two ground truth items
from the NLCD map at the same scale and grid. The first
indicates the ratio of developed to total land cover in each of
the tiles and is computed in a straightforward manner from
the NLCD binary map. It is termed the NLCD ratio map
and is shown using a heatmap in figure 3(a). The second
ground truth item is a binary classification of each tile as
developed or undeveloped and is computed by applying a
threshold of 0.5 to the NLCD ratio map. It is termed the
NLCD binary classification map and is shown in figure 3(b).
The following sections of the paper explore how well these
ground truth maps can be estimated using the georeferenced
Flickr images.

4.

RESULTS: MANUALLY LABELLED IMAGES

This experiment explores how well land cover classes can
be predicted using georeferenced ground level images which
have been manually labelled. Specifically, we evaluate how
accurately the ground truth NLCD ratio and binary classification maps can be estimated from a manually labelled set
of Flickr images. Since the goal is to determine whether a
geographic location is developed or undeveloped, we use the
same binary labels for the images. Two “users” viewed the
5509 images and independently labelled them as developed if
they depicted scenes containing constructed materials such
as used in houses, buildings, etc., and labelled them as undeveloped if they were of open areas and/or contained mostly
trees and vegetation. These criteria will of course result in
“incorrectly” labelled images which will limit the approach.
For example, indoor scenes will always be classified as being
“developed” even though they might have been taken inside
isolated homes in rural regions. Nonetheless, the results below show even this simple labelling is effective for estimating
the ground truth NLCD ratio and binary classification maps.
Figure 4 shows examples of labelled Flickr images.
We derived ratio maps from the labelled Flickr images
by computing the ratio of images labelled as developed to
the total number of images in each tile. Figures 5(a) and
6(a) show the ratio maps corresponding to manual labelling
performed by users 1 and 2. These maps are quite similar to
the ground truth NLCD map in figure 3(a) indicating that
labelled, georeferenced ground level images can be used to
predict land cover information.
We derived binary classification maps from the user ratio maps the same way the NLCD binary classification map
was produced: tiles whose ratio was greater than 0.5 were
classified as developed and the remainder were classified as

NLCD Class 11: Open Water
NLCD Class 21, Developed, Open Space
NLCD Class 22, Developed, Low Intensity
NLCD Class 23, Developed, Medium Intensity
NLCD Class 24, Developed, High Intensity
NLCD Class 31, Barren Land (Rock/Sand/Clay)
NLCD Class 41, Deciduous Forest
NLCD Class 42, Evergreen Forest
NLCD Class 43, Mixed Forest
NLCD Class 52, Shrub/Scrub
NLCD Class 71, Grassland/Herbaceous
NLCD Class 81, Pasture/Hay
NLCD Class 82, Cultivated Crops
NLCD Class 90, Woody Wetlands
NLCD Class 95, Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands

Figure 1: The study region consists of an approximately 33x42km section of California between and partly
encompassing the cities of San Jose and Santa Cruz. The southern part of San Jose is visible in the top
section of this NLCD map and Santa Cruz is visible in the middle lower section.
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Figure 2: (a) The 15 NLCD classes in the study region naturally divide into developed and undeveloped
regions shown in black and white respectively. (b) The distribution of Flickr images for the study region. No
images were available for 10 of the tiles. Overlaid on this figure is a smoothed outline of the larger developed
regions from the NLCD map to serve as a landmark for comparing results.
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Figure 3: Ground truth data derived from the NLCD binary map. (a) NLCD ratio map indicating the ratio
of developed to total land cover for each of the tiles. (b) NLCD binary classification map with tiles labelled
as developed (white) or undeveloped (black).

(a) Developed.

(b) Developed.

(c) Undeveloped.

(d) Undeveloped.

Figure 4: Examples of Flickr images manually labelled as developed or undeveloped.
undeveloped. Figures 5(b) and 6(b) show the binary classification maps corresponding to manual labelling performed
by users 1 and 2. Again note the similarity between these
maps and the ground truth NLCD binary classification map
in figure 3(b).
We quantitatively evaluated the similarity between the
NLCD and user ratio maps by calculating the correlation
coefficient between the tile ratio values taken as observations of random variables. Specifically, if random variables
X and Y represent the ground truth NLCD and user tile
ratio values respectively then the correlation coefficient for
the user ratio map is computed as ρXY = cov(X, Y )/σX σY
where cov(X, Y ) is the covariance of X and Y and σX (σY )
is the standard deviation of X (Y ). ρXY ranges from -1 to
1 with a value of 0 indicating no correlation, and values of
-1 and 1 indicating strong negative and positive correlation
respectively.
We quantitatively evaluated the similarity between the
NLCD and user binary classification maps by calculating
the percentage of tiles with the same label.
Table 1 shows the correlation coefficient between the NLCD
and user ratio maps, and the percent agreement between the
NLCD and user binary classification maps. Values are also
given for control cases including a random labelling of the
Flickr images as well as the cases where all the Flickr images
are labelled as developed or undeveloped.

5.

RESULTS: AUTOMATICALLY LABELLED
IMAGES

This experiment explores how well land cover classes can
be predicted using georeferenced ground level images which
have been automatically labelled. The ratio and binary classification maps are now derived using Flickr images which
have been labelled as developed or undeveloped using a
trained classifier.
The dimensionality of the raw Flickr image space is too
high for performing effective classification so instead we represent the images using compact descriptors. We choose
edge histogram descriptors which quantify the distribution
of edges at different orientations. This is motivated by the
observation that images of developed scenes typically have
a higher proportion of horizontal and vertical edges than
images of undeveloped scenes. This is evident in the edge
images in figure 7 corresponding to the example Flickr images. Following the method outlined in [9], we apply a set of
five 2x2 linear filters to detect edges at roughly horizontal,

vertical, 45◦ diagonal, 135◦ diagonal, and isotropic (nonorientation specific) directions. A threshold is applied to
the outputs of these filters and the ratios of edges in various
directions are summarized in a five bin L1 normalized histogram. In summary, each Flickr image is represented by a
five dimensional edge histogram feature vector. The caption
for each subfigure in 7 provides these vectors for the sample
Flickr images.
We chose support vector machine (SVM) as the classifier
as it has proven effective as a general purpose classifier. We
divide the 5509 Flickr image dataset into two similarly sized
sets: a training set which is used to train the classifier and
a test set which is used to produce the ratio and binary
classification maps. The training/test partitioning is done
at the tile level–half of the images for each tile are grouped
into a single training set and the other half are kept with
the tile for the evaluation. The training set contains 2740
images, 833 labelled as developed and 1907 labelled as undeveloped. An SVM classifier with a radial basis function
kernel is trained on this set using five fold cross validation
and a grid search for parameter selection. A separate classifier is trained for the user 1 and user 2 labelled datasets. The
user 1 SVM achieves a validation classification rate of 72.2%
(on the training data) and a classification rate of 70.2% on
the held-out test images. The user 2 SVM achieves a validation classification rate of 68.9% and a classification rate of
69.0% on the held-out test images. An SVM trained using
randomly labelled images achieves a validation classification
rate of 50.7% and a classification rate of 49.2% on the heldout test images as expected.
After the classifiers have been applied to the test images
for the tiles, we use the same approach as in section 4 to
generate the ratio and binary classification maps. The tiles
in the SVM ratio maps indicate the ratio of images classified
as developed by the SVMs to the total number of images in
the tile. The tiles in the SVM binary classification maps
indicate whether a majority of the tiles are classified as developed. These maps are shown in figures 8 and 9. We also
quantitatively evaluate the results by computing the correlation coefficient and percent agreement with the ground truth
NLCD maps. These results are listed in table 2. We also
show results for an SVM trained using a randomly labelled
image set.

6.

DISCUSSION

Even though the proposed method represents an initial,
straightforward approach to using georeferenced community
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Figure 5: Results for manual labelling of Flickr images for user 1. (a) Ratio map indicating the ratio of Flickr
images labelled as developed to the total number of images per tile. (b) Binary classification map indicating
tiles labelled as developed (white) or undeveloped (black).
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Figure 6: Results for manual labelling of Flickr images for user 2. (a) Ratio map indicating the ratio of Flickr
images labelled as developed to the total number of images per tile. (b) Binary classification map indicating
tiles labelled as developed (white) or undeveloped (black).

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of how well land cover can be estimated using manually labelled, georeferenced ground level images. The first data row gives the correlation coefficient between the ground truth
NLCD ratio map and the ratio map derived from the labelled images. The second data row gives the percent
of tiles that have the same label in the NLCD binary classification map and the classification map derived
from the labelled images. Columns user 1 and user 2 correspond to the manually labelled Flickr images.
Random corresponds to a random labelling of the images. The other two columns correspond to labellings
in which all the images are labelled as developed or undeveloped.
Correlation coefficient (ρ)
% with same label

User 1
0.651
73.4%

User 2
0.604
69.5%

Random
0.186
55.6%

All labelled dev.
N/A
37.0%

All labelled undev.
N/A
63.0%

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation of how well land cover can be estimated using automatically labelled, georeferenced ground level images. The first data row gives the correlation coefficient between the ground truth
NLCD ratio map and the ratio map derived from images labelled using an SVM classifier. The second data
row gives the percent of tiles that have the same label in the NLCD binary classification map and the classification map derived from the classified images. Columns SVM 1 and SVM 2 correspond to SVMs trained
using the Flickr images labelled by user 1 and user 2. Random corresponds to an SVM trained using a
randomly labelled set of images.
Correlation coefficient (ρ)
% with same label

SVM 1
0.559
77.3%

SVM 2
0.509
71.4%

Random
0.022
35.7%

(a) (0.20 0.08 0.18 0.41 0.13)

(b) (0.12 0.22 0.15
0.36 0.15)

(c) (0.09 0.14 0.12 0.17 0.47)

(d) (0.17 0.09 0.13 0.29 0.33)

Figure 7: Edge images corresponding to example Flickr images in figure 4. The captions under each subfigure
contain the five dimensional edge histogram feature vectors. The components of these vectors indicate the
relative strength of edges in the horizontal, vertical, 45◦ diagonal, 135◦ diagonal, and isotropic (non-orientation
specific) directions.
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Figure 8: Results for automatic labelling of Flickr images using classifier trained using user 1 labelled images.
(a) Ratio map indicating the ratio of Flickr images labelled as developed to the total number of images per
tile. (b) Binary classification map indicating tiles labelled as developed (white) or undeveloped (black).
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Figure 9: Results for automatic labelling of Flickr images using classifier trained using user 2 labelled images.
(a) Ratio map indicating the ratio of Flickr images labelled as developed to the total number of images per
tile. (b) Binary classification map indicating tiles labelled as developed (white) or undeveloped (black).

contributed photos for land cover estimation, the results are
significant. The user and SVM generated ratio and binary
classification maps are similar both in terms of levels and
spatial distribution to the ground truth NLCD data. The
maps derived from the Flickr images tend to overestimate
how developed a region is. This makes sense since photos
will frequently depict “developed” scenes even when taken in
relatively remote locations–images taken indoors are a prime
example. The correlation coefficients between the user and
SVM generated ratio maps and the ground truth NLCD
data average 0.628 and 0.534 respectively. This indicates
a high amount of correlation. And, the percentage of similarly classified tiles between the user and SVM generated
binary classification maps and the ground truth NLCD data
average 71.45% and 74.35%. This latter value is especially
significant since the maps are derived in a completely automated fashion.
It is interesting that the user generated ratio maps are
more similar to the ground truth than the SVM ratio maps
while the opposite is true for the binary classification maps.
A possible explanation for this is that while humans can
manually classify individual Flickr images as developed or
undeveloped more accurately than the SVM classifiers since
they incorporate a higher-level understanding of the images,
such as their context, into their decision, the SVM classifiers
produce better results when the individually labelled images
are aggregated to derive a binary classification since they are
better at learning the overall distributions of the two classes.
We plan to extend this work in many ways. There are a
large number of image descriptors that can be used instead
of or in addition to the relatively simply edge histograms
descriptors used here. Texture features have shown to be
effective for characterizing vegetation and foliage. Local features, such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform descriptors
[8], could be used to compile a “visual dictionary” containing
“visual words” that are discriminative for land cover estimation. Besides a richer feature set, filters could be applied to
remove ambiguous images. There has been a lot of success
in classifying whether an image is taken indoors or outdoors,
and whether it contains people or not (our experience is that
portraits often occlude the content of an image that is important for developed/undeveloped classification).
Instead of using a manually labelled set of images to train
the SVM classifiers in a supervised fashion which is time consuming to generate and can suffer from labeller bias, we plan
to explore a semi-supervised learning framework in which
the ground truth NLCD data is used to automatically label
a training set. We plan to leverage the recent progress in
semi-supervised learning such as manifold regularization [2]
in this effort.
It is clear from the current results that prior information
on both the relative amount and the spatial distribution of
the two classes could improve the performance. For example,
the fact that only approximately 37% of the study area is
developed can be used to “bias” the classification. A simple
way to do this is to adopt a Bayesian framework for incorporating the prior class probabilities when classifying individual images. A potentially more effective way to improve the
results using prior information is to enforce Tobler’s first law
of geography that all things are related, but nearby things
are more related than distant things [12]. Specifically, the
spatial distribution of developed/undeveloped regions can
be modelled as a Markov random field that can be learned

from the ground truth NLCD data. The learned models can
then be used to “smooth out” the derived maps, making the
small “islands” of developed or undeveloped regions which
appear in the current results less likely to occur.
Finally, we plan to broaden the scope of the approach. We
plan to investigate how well classifiers trained using Flickr
images from one region can be used to estimate land cover
in another region–in other words, how well the approach
generalizes. We also plan to expand the number of NLCD
superclasses modelled beyond the current developed and undeveloped groupings.
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